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I. OBJECTIVES
1. To ensure that the masters of cruise and passenger ships comply with Icelandic laws 

and regulations.

2. To ensure that passenger ship tours and itineraries at sea and on land do not violate 
nature conservation and environmental laws of Iceland.

3. To draw the attention of masters of passenger ships to the safety of their vessels and 
their passengers when visiting Iceland.

II. LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Icelandic legislation on ship traffic in Icelandic waters is based on International 
Conventions and Icelandic laws. Iceland is a party to the United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea. As a party to the International Maritime Organization (IMO), Iceland 
has ratified most of the conventions of the organisation on maritime safety (SOLAS et 
al.), pollution controls (MARPOL) and the responsibility of owners and operators. 

Iceland is a member of the European Economic Area (EEA) which, inter alia, means that 
the same rules on trade, services and environmental issues apply in Iceland as in the 
internal market of the European Union. Iceland has also participated in the work of the 
European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) in the field of maritime safety and pollution 
control. 

An overview of Icelandic laws and regulations on the monitoring of maritime traffic in 
Icelandic waters and nature conservation in Iceland may be found on the websites of the 
Icelandic Coast Guard, the Icelandic Transport Authority and the Environment Agency of 
Iceland. The laws implement the provisions of international conventions to which Iceland 
is a party as well as containing legal provisions specific to Iceland. 

Please note that the information on laws and regulations and directives that are 
specified in these guidelines do not replace laws and regulations that are in effect 
and are officially published on the websites of the Government Gazette and the 
Parliament Althingi. 

The operators and masters of cruise and passenger ships are advised to familiarise 
themselves with laws and regulations on maritime safety, pollution controls 
and nature conservation in Iceland and note that special provisions may apply in 
individual areas. 
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III. ISSUES OF MARITIME SAFETY
Sailing in Icelandic waters may be very demanding and there are few places 
in the world where a change in weather can be as abrupt. Weather can be very 
changeable, especially in winter. Danger can also arise in the summer when low 
pressure areas with high wind conditions and added wave height can compro-
mise maritime safety. It is therefore important to proceed carefully and follow 
rules on maritime safety in all respects.

Although the masters of passenger ships visiting Iceland are well trained and 
have long experience, it cannot be ascertained with absolute certainty that they 
are aware of the special conditions in Icelandic waters. 

Rules on the traffic of passenger vessels  
off the South-west coast of Iceland

Regulation no. 361/2009, amending Regulation no. 524/2008 on the Delimitation 
of Shipping Routes, Areas to be Avoided and Mandatory Reporting of Ships off the 
Southwest Coast of Iceland states: 

 » It shall be avoided to navigate ships subject to this Regulation into delimited areas 
pursuant to paragraph 1. However, this shall not apply to ships calling at ports within 
the Selvogsbanki Area to be Avoided (Eastern Area to be Avoided), passenger ships 
during the period 1 May to 1 October and ships of up to 20,000 GT which neither carry 
dangerous goods nor noxious materials in bulk or in cargo tanks and are permitted 
to transit the inner route as provided for in Article 6(2) of this Regulation. Such ships 
are permitted to navigate within the Selvogsbanki Area south of latitude 63°45´N. 
When navigating such ships within the Selvogsbanki Area, navigating officers shall 
take utmost precaution and take special notice of weather and weather and sea state 
forecasts in on-shore wind conditions.

 » During the period 1 May to 1 October, passenger ships, regardless of size, are 
permitted to navigate the inner route. 

 » Ships calling at ports within the Selvogsbanki Area to be Avoided (Eastern Area 
to be Avoided) are permitted to navigate within the area. Passenger ships, during 
the period 1 May to 1 October and ships of up to 20,000 GT which neither carry 
dangerous goods nor noxious materials in bulk or in cargo tanks are permitted to 
transit the inner route as provided for in Article 6(2) of this Regulation are permitted 
to navigate within the Selvogsbanki Area south of latitude 63°45´N. 
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Mandatory reporting of ships

 » Icelandic commercially operated ships shall report their position to the Icelandic 
Coast Guard through the Automatic Identification System (AIS). This means that 
foreign vessels are visible in this tracking system.

 » Vessels exceeding 300 GT (other than fishing vessels and government vessels) shall 
report their arrival in part with a notice of 24 hours to the Icelandic Coast Guard 
through a SafeSeaNet (SSN) notice. 

 » All fishing vessels and other vessels that are not covered by the rules of SSN, except 
government vessels coming from abroad, shall report their arrival in port with a 
notice of 24 hours to the Icelandic Coast Guard on the appropriate electronic form. 

 » The master of a vessel shall report each incident or accident that can affect the 
safety of the crew, passengers and the vessel, threaten safety at sea and possibly 
cause pollution of the ocean and the coasts of Iceland. 

Guidelines on reporting

It is recommended that passenger ships report their voyage plans and destinations 
outside harbours within the territorial baseline, including anchorages, to the 
Icelandic Coast Guard with a notice of 24 hours before arriving at the first harbour. 

The piloting of vessels

 » A master decides whether he uses pilots or not, unless otherwise provided for in 
laws and regulations. 

 » The relevant port regulations may provide for mandatory pilotage. Port operators hire 
pilots for harbours where pilotage is mandatory. 
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Places of Refuge

REGULATION 
on the designation of places of refuge in Iceland. 

Article 1

The following harbours have been named as places of refuge within harbours 
(emergency harbours): 

• Helguvík harbour, cf.  
Harbour Regulation for Reykjaneshöfn No. 982/2005.

• Hafnarfjörður harbour, cf.  
Harbour Regulation for Hafnarfjarðarhöfn No. 423/2012. 

• Ísafjörður harbour, cf.  
Harbour Regulation for the harbours of Ísafjörður Town no. 1190/2005.

• Akureyri/Krossanes harbour, cf.  
Harbour Regulation for Hafnasamlag Norðurlands bs. no. 287/2005.

• Reyðarfjarðar harbour, cf.  
Harbour Regulation for the harbours of Fjarðabyggð no. 978/2009. 

• Vestmannaeyja harbour, cf.  
Harbour Regulation for Vestmannaeyjar harbour no. 1030/2012.

Article 2

The following locations have been named as places of refuge outside harbours:

• Hvalfjörður between 21°34’W and 21°43’W; reference point: 63°23’N 21°40’W.
• Dýrafjörður, reference point: 65°57’N 23°18’W.
• Ísafjarðardjúp, reference point: 66°15’N 23°18’W.
• Eyjafjörður, west of Hrísey, reference point: 66°02’N 18°28’W.
• Reyðarfjörður, reference point: 64°57.5’N 13°40’W.
• Heimaey, north of the Eiði, reference point: 63°28’N 20°17’W.
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Maritime Security

 » Foreign-flagged cruise ships arriving in Iceland are subject to the provisions of the 
part of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS, 1974) that 
deals with maritime security, and the Icelandic Act on Maritime Security No. 50/2004 
was inter alia passed on the basis of Regulation (EC) No. 725/2004 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on enhancing ship and port facility 
security. Such passenger ships may be subject to Port State Control upon arriving at 
a port in Iceland. 

Port State Control

 » As regards Port State Control and maritime security, the main principle is that all 
arrivals of vessels within port areas (arrival in port, to an anchorage or mooring) 
where the crew or passengers go ashore or where loading/unloading of cargo 
takes place shall be registered in government databases intended for that purpose 
(SafeSeaNet) and take place under government supervision. 

Vessels arriving directly from overseas

Passenger ships arriving directly from overseas are prohibited to allow passengers 
ashore outside of port areas using the ships’ passenger boats.
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IV. POLLUTION CONTROL
The objectives of Act on Measures for Prevention of Marine and Coastal Pollution 
is to protect the ocean and the coasts of the country against pollution and acts 
that could threaten human health, damage bio-resources of the ocean and disturb 
its biosphere, pollute the environment or prevent the lawful use of the ocean and 
coasts. 

Please note that special rules/additional requirements may apply 
within a port area pursuant to port regulation. Regulations of ports 
are published on the website of the Icelandic Transport Authority. 

The polluter-pays principle

 » In Iceland, the principle applies that the polluter is liable for pollution produced. 

 » Public authorities may claim a charge from a polluter due to costs incurred from 
pollution. 

Dumping into the ocean

 » Dumping of substances or objects into the ocean is prohibited.

 » All discharge and dumping of waste into the ocean and pollution within the pollution 
territorial waters of Iceland shall be reported to the Icelandic Coast Guard, unless 
permit to discard waste has been granted. 
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Reception of waste

 » The master of a ship heading to a port is responsible for notifying port authorities 
in advance of any ship-generated waste and cargo residues to be delivered and is 
responsible for the accuracy and correctness of the information provided. This rule 
does neither apply to fishing vessels nor recreational craft authorised to carry no 
more than 12 passengers.

 » A ship master is responsible for ensuring that waste from the vessel is delivered to a 
port reception facility or to a certified service provider before leaving port.

 » A fee shall be paid for the reception and handling of waste from a vessel. 

Sewage

 » Sewage disposal from vessels is prohibited within port areas and in areas within 
300 metres from the spring tide water level. Vessels of 400 gross tonnage and above 
and vessels, which are certified to carry 15 persons or more but weigh less than 
400 gross tonnage are prohibited to discharge sewage within twelve nautical miles 
from the territorial sea baseline points. It is permitted to discharge sewage which 
has been treated in a sewage treatment plant, approved by the Icelandic Transport 
Authority or a comparable authority of another state, outside of three nautical miles 
from the baseline of the territorial waters.

Discharge of substances into the ocean from vessels

 » Regarding the discharge of oil into the ocean, noxious liquid substances pursuant to 
Annex II to the MARPOL Convention and the discharge of waste and cargo residues 
from vessels, the provisions of Annexes I, II and V to the MARPOL Convention apply. 

Ballast water

 » The discharge of ballast water is prohibited within the pollution jurisdiction of Iceland 
unless it has been managed or treated according to standards specified in the 
International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships Ballast Water and 
Sediments.

 » The discharge of ballast water within Iceland’s pollution jurisdiction shall be reported 
to the Icelandic Coast Guard. 

 » Iceland’s Regulation no. 515/2010 on ballast water applies. 
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Acute pollution 

 » Acute pollution within a port area shall be reported to the harbour master. 

 » Incidents at sea outside port areas shall be reported to the Icelandic Coast Guard. 

Intervention due to acute pollution 

 » The Icelandic Coast Guard is authorised to resort to intervention and take any 
necessary measures in the waters within the pollution control jurisdiction of Iceland 
to prevent or reduce the risk posed to the ocean or coasts from acute pollution. Such 
intervention includes taking over the control of a vessel if the instructions of the 
Icelandic Coast Guard are not observed. 

 » When pollution occurs in the open ocean, the Environment Agency shall resort to 
measures. In case of risk of pollution from the grounding of a vessel or from activity 
on land or sea-based activities, the Environment Agency shall take measures to 
prevent or reduce the risk of pollution. 

Pollution control

 » General rules on pollution control concerning discharge from commercial activity 
shall also apply to vessels, as applicable. 

Marine fuels

 » The sulphur content of marine fuels, including heavy fuel oil used or intended for use 
in vessels in Iceland and within the pollution jurisdiction of Iceland shall not exceed 
3.5% (m/m), except fuels for vessels using emission abatement methods. 

 » The sulphur content of marine fuels used in passenger ships operating on regular 
services to or from ports within the European Economic Area shall until 1 January 
2020 not exceed 1.5% (m/m). 

 » The sulphur content of marine diesel oil shall not exceed 1.5% (m/m). 

 » The sulphur content of marine gas oil shall not exceed 0.1% (m/m). 

 » From 1 January 2020 the sulphur content in marine fuels used in Iceland and 
within the pollution jurisdiction of Iceland shall not exceed 0.5%. 

 » Vessels at berth in ports shall use shore electricity instead of marine fuels as 
possible. If there is no possibility of using electric power from ashore, vessels in 
ports in Iceland shall not use marine fuels with a sulphur content exceeding 0.1% 
(m/m). 
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Noise pollution

 » The use of foghorns, whistles or any other unnecessary noise near bird cliffs is 
prohibited. This applies both to vessels as well as boats with outboard engines that 
accompany the vessels. 

Obligatory reporting on pollution issues

 » Discharging of waste, dumping into the ocean and pollution shall be reported to 
the Icelandic Coast Guard. 

 » Acute pollution shall be reported to harbour masters/the Icelandic Coast Guard. 
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V. NATURE CONSERVATION
The Act on Nature Conservation No. 60/2013 applies on Icelandic soil and in the 
territorial waters and economic jurisdiction, including the ocean floor. The act on nature 
conservation therefore applies equally to vessels within Iceland’s pollution jurisdiction as 
well as to the onshore visit of their passengers. 

The objective of the Act on Nature Conservation is, inter alia, to protect the diversity 
of Iceland’s nature for the future, both its biodiversity and geology. The public right to 
access certain areas is subject to various obligations and limitations. 

Communication with landowners and landholders

 » Obtain the consent of landowner for crossing cultivated land.

 » Respect prohibition on fenced land in built-up areas.

 » A landowner is not responsible for any traffic across his land.

Organised tours

When tours are organised on private land in built-up areas or where such activities 
may cause interruption to the land utility, the landowner or landholder shall be 
consulted regarding the traffic of people and their stay on their land. 
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Closure of areas

The Environment Agency has the authority to close areas where there is a risk of 
damage due to heavy traffic. 

 » It is important for the masters of passenger ships to familiarise themselves with any 
rules on closure of areas and that they respect the decisions and signs on limitation 
of traffic in closed areas. Information on closures of areas can be found on the 
website of the Environment Agency. 

General rules of conduct

 » Treat nature with respect.

 » Show landowners and land beneficiaries consideration and follow their instructions.

 » Show respect to the landowners and land beneficiaries´ interests, i.e. farming, land 
cultivation and forestry. 

 » Stay on marked footpaths.

 » Avoid noise pollution.

 » Be clean and tidy.

 » Do not litter.

 » Show consideration for farm animals, seal colonies and bird nesting areas, fishing, 
angling and hunting locations. 

 » Avoid disturbing vegetation, including moss, heath or brushwood. 

 » The use and handling of fire should be done with utmost care. Lighting a fire in the 
open is strictly prohibited where this is dangerous or where this creates danger to 
the vegetation, wildlife or structures. 

The removal of minerals and fossils

It is strictly forbidden to remove fossils. There may also be special provisions in the 
regulations for protected areas that prohibit the removal of certain minerals. 

The use of unmanned aircraft or drones

 » Please note that in many places there are special restrictions regarding the use of 
drones, including distances and other limits. 

Protected areas

In Iceland, special rules apply regarding traffic and stays in protected areas.

Special rules on traffic in such areas are published in the regulations for the protected 
areas or in management plans.
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Limitations on going ashore within protected areas

 » It is prohibited to go on shore in the islands of Surtsey, Eldey and Melrakkaey 

 » Skrúður Island: access prohibited except with consent of landowner.

 » Flatey Island: Access to the nature reserve is prohibited from 15 April to 15 August. 

 » Hrísey, Grótta, Dyrhólaey, islands and skerries at Grunnafjörður:  Access is 
prohibited in designated areas during the period 15 April to 15 July for bird protection. 

Special rules for traffic within Hornstrandir Nature Reserve 

 » All vessel traffic closer to seabird habitations than 115 metres is prohibited. 

 » The Environment Agency of Iceland recommends vessels not to go closer than 1 
km to seabird cliffs. 

 » Passengers from vessels with 51 passengers or more (passengers and crew) are 
prohibited to go ashore within the nature reserve. The prohibition also includes any 
vehicles associated therewith, except in consultation with the Environment Agency. 

Access to bird nesting areas

 » All unauthorised traffic and disturbance is prohibited within protected eider-duck nesting 
sites as well as all unnecessary noise from humans and machinery, unless permitted by 
the eider duck farmer. District magistrates maintain registers of eider-duck nesting sites. 

 » All traffic within 500 meters from the nesting sites of eagles is prohibited during the 
period from 15 March to 15 August. 

 » It is prohibited to stay close to the nests of falcons, white-tailed eagles, snowy owls 
and dovekies for filming, recording noises and other observations that might cause 
disturbances except by pre-issued permission from the Ministry for the Environment 
and Natural Resources. 

 » Photography and filming of white-tailed eagles, falcons, snowy owl and little auk 
at their nesting sites is prohibited except by permission of the Ministry for the 
Environment and Natural resources. 

Hunting of wild birds and wild mammals

 » Wild animals, including those that arrive regularly or may migrate to Iceland, are 
protected, unless the protection is cancelled in accordance with Act No. 64/1994 on 
the Protection, Preserving and Hunting of Wild Birds and Wild Mammals.

 » Authorisation must be obtained by applying for a hunting card upon fulfilling the 
requirements for hunters in Iceland. 

 » The hunting periods for birds and wild mammals are bound by law.

 » Polar bears are protected on land, drift ice and in the ocean.
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